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Prior Hypothesis 
of a 

Framework 
Invariant

Observe a Bugfix

Posterior 
Hypothesis

Bayesian  
Update

The Fixr Loop: 
Create as many observations as possible
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aView.setTag(..., anObject)

if anObject can reach aView

class View { 
  static WeakHashMap<View, SparseArray<Object>> sTags; 
  Object mTag; 
}

Bug 
(on Android <4)

because of an unspecified class invariant: sTags’ 
values (:Object) must not reach their keys (:View)

Framework 
Invariant

A Fix
aView.setTag(id, anObj) 
aView.setTag(new Holder(id,anObj))

bug condition

invariant

uses mTag instead

Goal: Produce this repair specification: bug pre, 
framework invariant, fix suggestion
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Idea: Enable an analyst (or a tool) to 
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Analyst’s Hypothesis: A high number of commits involving 
an API method in a period might correspond to 
community-driven bug fixing.

Another Hypothesis: A sharp increase across periods in 
commits involving an API method might be bug fixing.
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Search 
Engine
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Query with 
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FixrDB

Triggers query to FixrDB 
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(satisfying bug condition)

Points-to results on commits

Query for the 
bug condition 
(heap reachability)

Currently, points-to results and 
program structure
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  mediaPlayer.prepareAsync();
  mediaPlayer.setOnPreparedListener(this);
}
void onPrepared(MediaPlayer mp) {
  button.setEnabled(true);
}
void onClick(View v) {
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App

to apply to the 
corpus at scale

Direction: Applying goal-directed static analysis 
on the bugfix commit.

found 
error state
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Summary

The Fixr loop: Mine framework specifications from bugfix 
commits. 

Challenge: Finding bugfix commits 

Challenge: Summarizing and generalizing bugfix 
commits

Prototype infrastructure for finding trends (at scale), 
querying for bug conditions, and applying patches.

Research directions in summarizing callback traces and 
translating root cause to bug conditions.


